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I. INTRODUCTION

On October 9, 2010, the New York Times revealed that Google had been secretly testing driverless cars for almost a year.1 This project, consisting mainly of modified Toyota Priuses, had already logged over 140,000 miles.2 Resembling the company’s Street View cars, seven prototypes had been twisting through San Francisco’s steep and curvy Lombard Street, traversing the streets of the company’s suburban hometown of Mountain View, and speeding down scenic Highway 1 to Los Angeles over 400 miles away.3 The cars detected and announced upcoming crosswalks, could be driven cautiously or aggressively at the occupant’s discretion, and had several mechanisms for the occupant to take manual control.4

While the driverless car concept has been tested since the 1920s with varying levels of success, news of Google’s foray into autonomous vehicles electrified the world.5 With the concept reintroduced into the popular consciousness, public and industry interest in driverless cars has grown immensely and allowed autonomous vehicles to gain mainstream traction. Since the New York Times article was published, Google has added more features, the vehicles have ventured farther, and the prototypes have been tested by various audiences, including the blind.6 Hoping to grab a head start in this nascent market and garner publicity, traditional car companies such as Toyota and Audi have joined the fray by developing driverless car prototypes and incorporating automated parking functions into existing cars.7 Tesla has also contributed its own innovations, such as transforming traditional human-controlled vehicles to autonomous cars simply via software updates to the car’s onboard computers.8 The company has already begun testing full-fledged self-driving cars in California and elsewhere since late 2016.9

2. See id.
3. See id.
4. See id.
Despite the optimistic outlook on the technological development of driverless cars, difficult legal and policy issues lurk in the background and emerge at every turn. For example, the 2010 New York Times article noted potential liability concerns between vehicle manufacturers and human passengers in cases of car crashes.10 Other writers have discussed outdated state laws presuming human control of the car.11 Additional concerns have turned on safety problems, whether arising from current technological limitations (such as bike lanes or left turns in oncoming traffic), the inability of vehicles to deal with certain weather conditions, and unpredictable driver behavior.12 Transparency and reporting of malfunctions and other incidents to authorities, especially when crashes occur, have become salient issues.13 Also, ethics has become a major flashpoint in the driverless car debate, as software programmers must now grapple with situations such as the Trolley Problem, which would now be decided by artificial intelligence and engineer-preset choices rather than human proclivities or simple error.15

Driverless cars also raise questions involving cybersecurity and privacy.16 By their nature, driverless cars must collect and process a substantial amount of data to determine their surroundings, find the best route to a destination, and interact with other vehicles (autonomous or otherwise).17


10. Markoff, supra note 1.
14. The Trolley Problem, a thought experiment devised by philosopher Philippa Foot, envisions a runaway trolley, helmed by the reader, barreling towards a fork in the tracks. If nothing is done, the trolley will run over five people working on the tracks and kill them, while if the trolley is turned onto a side track, it will run over one person working on it and kill him. The ethical dilemma rests on what action the reader should take. See Judith Jarvis Thomson, The Trolley Problem, 94 YALE L.J. 1395, 1395 (1985).
16. See Keating, supra note 12.
17. See Ucilia Wang, Driverless Cars Are Data Guzzlers, WALL ST. J. (Mar. 23, 2014, 4:36 PM ET),
Among other conceivable privacy implications, this data collection raises numerous issues regarding the location of the vehicle, actions by passengers within the car, and common destinations. Cybersecurity concerns include how and what data is stored onboard and for how long, how and what data is shared with others, and what defensive mechanisms are used to protect this data from hackers. Does the consumer have control over what data is collected or shared? More importantly, can governments access this data, and if so, how?

This Note explores the legal aspects and ramifications of cybersecurity and privacy issues regarding driverless cars. Section II of this Note proceeds with a brief discussion of the history of driverless cars, focusing especially on the developments made in the past ten years, before exploring the history of cybersecurity and privacy law in the United States and its relation, or lack thereof, to driverless cars. Section II will also examine legislative and regulatory efforts aimed at driverless cars, such as those recently launched by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA).

This Note proposes in Section III that privacy and cybersecurity concerns should be analyzed, addressed, and regulated under a federal framework, while allowing the states and private industry leeway to engage in experimentation and innovation regarding regulation and promulgation of standards. Lastly, Section IV proposes that regulators collaborate with major players in the industry to craft new rules under their existing authority and set uniform consumer protection baselines for the private sector to follow. This legal regime would apply to both government surveillance and actions by private parties, such as manufacturers and third-party agents.

II. BACKGROUND

Despite the breakneck speed of driverless cars’ technological advances, legislation and regulation are still plodding along at a glacial pace. Legislators and regulators, seemingly blindsided by the surge of recent public interest in driverless cars, are still slowly figuring out the path forward to foster...
innovation and incorporate consumer protections. However, the current situation stems from the trajectory of development of driverless cars and the ossified nature of American cybersecurity and privacy laws.

A. Today’s Driverless Car Revolution Has Made Great Advances, but State Governments Have Only Begun to Touch the Issue.

For the most part, research into driverless cars was an under-the-radar affair in the 20th century. The history of driverless cars begins in the 1920s, when daring entrepreneurs built radio-controlled prototypes, the precursor to today’s radio-controlled toy cars. In 1958, General Motors (GM) tested a customized Chevrolet using pick-up coils to sense inductive signals from wires embedded in a test road to propel and turn itself. The 1960s saw the Stanford Cart, a rudimentary buggy with a video camera and a remote control, while the 1970s ended with the first truly autonomous car, a Japanese model equipped with two cameras and analog computers and guided by an elevated rail. The 1980s witnessed German aerospace engineer Ernst Dickmanns and his team build various models with cameras and microprocessors that could navigate in standard European traffic, and the 1990s saw roboticists at Carnegie Mellon University drive NavLab 5, a Pontiac minivan with cameras and an onboard computer, almost 3000 miles from Pittsburgh to Los Angeles in a trip called “No Hands Across America.” Prototypes slowly incorporated numerous advances such as installing cameras to use visual-based cues rather than wire loops locating induced signals, using increasingly sophisticated onboard computers, and integrating GPS for navigation.

The driverless car revolution in the United States had a major breakthrough in March 2004, when the U.S. Department of Defense, through the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), held a Grand Challenge for fully autonomous cars in the California desert. While no


23. See Poole, supra note 5.


25. Id.


27. See Vanderbilt, supra note 24.

vehicles in that year’s challenge succeeded in the mission, it created a budding community interested in the concept of self-driving cars and revealed the staggering amount of work needed to bring the idea to fruition. This coming-together of disparate, formerly scattered groups of inventors, programmers, designers, and innovators saw its first taste of success in 2005, when DARPA held its second Grand Challenge. That year, five vehicles successfully completed the event, with one team winning a $2,000,000 prize.

The Grand Challenge laid the groundwork for the current rush of developments. Self-driving vehicles began to climb mountains and navigate urban-like environments. They began to cross countries and continents, even (almost) getting ticketed by traffic police. In 2011, Nevada became the first state to pass laws allowing autonomous vehicles to drive on public roads. Other states, including California and Michigan, have since followed Nevada in passing or implementing laws and regulations permitting the same.

B. The Rapid Advance of Driverless Car Technology Has Created and Magnified Problems Regarding Cybersecurity and Privacy.

As driverless cars gain prevalence in our cultural conversation, so too do a myriad of concerns and legal issues. Addressing these concerns will have immense impact on consumer confidence in this emerging technology. Some of the most important concerns involve cybersecurity and privacy measures surrounding driverless cars.

29. To win the Grand Challenge, a vehicle had to navigate a 142-mile course from Barstow, California to Primm, Nevada in 10 hours. The most successful vehicle managed to travel only 7.5 miles. See id.

30. See id.

31. See id.

32. See id.

33. See Vanderbilt, supra note 24.

34. The errant driverless car evaded the ticket due to the police officer “not knowing in what name to issue the ticket.” Id.


The adoption of increasingly sophisticated technology in cars has accentuated cybersecurity as a major concern. For example, one concern involves tricking a car’s sensors with low-powered lasers, which can disorient the vehicle’s computer systems.\(^\text{40}\) Hackers can point the laser at a sensor, which tricks the car into taking needless evasive action or simply paralyzing itself to avoid phantom obstacles.\(^\text{41}\)

Even before the advent of driverless cars, cybersecurity was a pressing issue impacting human-driven vehicles. Hackers have demonstrated an ability to wirelessly grab control of the vehicle and remotely control it via the car’s software and connectivity systems.\(^\text{42}\) Those with ill intent can find access paths through Bluetooth, remote keyless entry systems, cellular signals, or any wireless connection a car can make with the outside world.\(^\text{43}\) Malware attacking critical car components such as brakes and transmission can be unwittingly introduced into a car’s system at auto dealerships by mechanics.\(^\text{44}\) With the continued addition of various digital systems and amenities to cars, especially driverless cars, such methods of unauthorized entry will only increase.

While hacking into a car is still difficult, requiring some level of physical access or long, arduous study of a car’s programs,\(^\text{45}\) the voluminous data gathered and used by these cars makes the effort valuable to hackers.\(^\text{46}\) This data can include many types of information stored by the vehicle or

\(^{40}\) See Ashiq JA, supra note 38.


\(^{42}\) See Angelo Young, Car Hacking: Security Experts Caution Automakers on Greater Need for Cybersecurity and Anti-Hacking Measures, INT’L BUS. TIMES (July 28, 2015, 8:26 AM), http://www.ibtimes.com/car-hacking-security-experts-caution-automakers-greater-need-cybersecurity-anti-2026472 [https://perma.cc/TVL4-XCLF] (hacking into a regular Jeep and subsequent recall); see also Ashiq JA, supra note 38 (other examples).


\(^{44}\) See Andy Greenberg, Car Hack Technique Uses Dealerships to Spread Malware, WIRED (Oct. 1, 2015, 7:00 AM), http://www.wired.com/2015/10/car-hacking-tool-turns-repair-shops-malware-brothers/ [https://perma.cc/CSZ4-Z8TX].


utilized by onboard applications. As driverless cars grow in the automobile market and the “Internet of Things” joins the mainstream, these vehicles will only store and transmit more data, including lifestyle information, credit card usage, and medical records, thus making them attractive targets for hackers.

To identify and understand these cybersecurity threats, the NHTSA has crafted a model looking at factors such as entry points into a vehicle’s systems, access methods used to penetrate the systems’ defenses, types of attacks on a vehicle’s systems, and potential consequences of these attacks. For example, if a type of car receives numerous cases of outside interference with use of its brakes, a manufacturer or regulator can use the above factors to establish patterns and respond accordingly. Using this model, data on the ease, prevalence, and potential for various cybersecurity threats can be analyzed to inform standardization and regulatory decisions by governments and private industry.

Like cybersecurity, privacy is becoming an increasingly prominent concern as driverless cars take to the road. As previously discussed, a driverless car collects an immense amount of data in order to ascertain its surroundings, propel itself, move around on the roads, and cater to its passengers’ needs. This data can be sufficiently comprehensive that it may enable those who get their hands on the information to form a detailed profile of the car’s user. Even if the collection of such information is legal, it may cause users to believe the car is “spying” on them, which is usually not good optics from a public relations perspective.

Moreover, much of the data collected can be connected to a specific user. Even the most innocuous and necessary data for the proper functioning of a driverless car, such as the information collected from the car’s sensors or

---

47. See id. at 12 (listing examples such as banking records, passwords, insurance information, and vehicle location information).
48. The Internet of Things is the “the concept of basically connecting any device with an on and off switch to the Internet (and/or to each other).” For example, cars can access online calendars or control the thermostat at home. Jacob Morgan, A Simple Explanation of “The Internet of Things,” FORBES (May 13, 2014), http://www.forbes.com/sites/jacobmorgan/2014/05/13/simple-explanation-internet-things-that-anyone-can-understand/#6def3b916828 [https://perma.cc/V66S-7AKB].
49. See INST. OF ENG’G & TECH., supra note 46, at 12.
51. Cf. id. at 16–18 (filling out a detailed threat matrix using the brake disconnect example).
52. See id. at iii.
54. See INST. OF ENG’G & TECH., supra note 46, at 7–8.
56. See id.
from communicating with other vehicles in order to avoid collisions, can be used to identify people. Data-mining techniques can take any data stripped of unique identifying markers to identify a car and, in turn, its users. Thus, while vehicular data collection may enable a range of attractive consumer features, it is only steps away from surreptitious surveillance and untoward influence of consumer behavior, especially by companies looking to profit from such valuable information.

C. Despite Cybersecurity and Privacy Concerns Surrounding Driverless Cars, There Is Currently a Dearth of Applicable Federal or State Law to Address These Concerns.

Despite some movements by states to pave the road for the anticipated driverless car revolution and protect consumers from wayward excesses, the newly passed driverless car legislation in Nevada and other states merely permit the testing or use of autonomous vehicles on the road. Complementary laws and regulations needed to address safety, liability, cybersecurity, and privacy concerns are either nonexistent or stuck in the rulemaking process. Various commentators have described recent guidelines from the NHTSA as unhelpfully vague. The lack of clarity in the law addressing these complex

---


58. Id.

59. LaFrance, supra note 53.


issues must be urgently addressed, as these concerns have only become more important as driverless cars become an impending reality.63

Beyond murky or nonexistent laws, certain concepts that are salient to driverless car regulation lack coherent legal definitions. For example, the term “cybersecurity” can mean slightly different things depending on the agency or party using the term.64 Eric A. Fischer, Senior Specialist in Science and Technology for the Congressional Research Service, defined the term to mean “measures intended to protect information systems—including technology (such as devices, networks, and software), information, and associated personnel—from various forms of attack.”65 CTIA, the industry trade group representing the wireless industry, shares this methods-based orientation, focusing on the methods by which information or systems are protected from attack.66 The Committee on National Security Systems (CNSS), an intergovernmental agency that sets standards for systems critical to national security,67 uses a subtly different definition, with “cybersecurity” meaning “the ability to protect or defend the use of cyberspace from cyber attacks.”68 Still other applications treat “cybersecurity” as a synonym for “information security,” a statutory term meaning “protecting information and information systems from unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction.”69

Privacy is an even more nebulous legal concept than cybersecurity.70 Samuel D. Warren and Louis Brandeis famously saw privacy as “the right to

64. See ERIC A. FISCHER, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., R42114, FEDERAL LAWS RELATING TO CYBERSECURITY: OVERVIEW AND DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED REVISIONS 1 n.1 (2013), https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/natsec/R42114.pdf [https://perma.cc/KN2V-3KHT] (noting that cybersecurity is “a broad and arguably somewhat fuzzy concept for which there is no consensus definition”).
65. Id.
68. See COMM. ON NAT’L SEC. SYS., NATIONAL INFORMATION ASSURANCE (IA) GLOSSARY 22 (2010), http://www.ncsc.gov/mittf/docs/ CNSSI-4009_National_Information_Assurance.pdf [https://perma.cc/U4FL-HSPJ]. “Cyberspace” is defined by the CNSS as “[a] global domain within the information environment consisting of the interdependent network of information systems infrastructures including the Internet, telecommunications networks, computer systems, and embedded processors and controllers.” Id.
69. FISCHER, supra note 64, at 1 n.1 (citing 44 U.S.C. § 3532(b)(1) (2012)).
70. See William M. Beaney, The Right to Privacy and American Law, 31 L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 253, 255 (1966) (“[E]ven the most strenuous advocate of a right to privacy must confess that there are serious problems of defining the essence and scope of this right.”).
be let alone,” an approach that Brandeis later grounded in constitutional law and brought with him to the Supreme Court. William Prosser, former dean of the University of California, Berkeley School of Law, and a “giant of tort law,” distilled privacy into four distinct torts, which are recognized in the Restatement of Torts. Daniel Solove, a professor at the George Washington University Law School and a leading expert in privacy law, refers to privacy as “the practices we want to protect and to the protections against disruptions to these practices,” which are drawn from “a common pool of similar elements” such as the “right to be let alone,” personhood, and intimacy, among others. On a less philosophical front, CTIA defines privacy as more of a determination of what information should be free from unauthorized intrusion or use (i.e., the “what” to protect).

Despite the vagueness of these terms legally and conceptually, it is important to note that privacy and cybersecurity are intertwined in the digital realm: “privacy cannot exist without cybersecurity,” and cybersecurity is a moot point without privacy.

Despite the cybersecurity threats facing today’s and tomorrow’s cars, there is still a dearth of laws and regulations addressing these issues, especially at the federal level. A major reason is the inability of the law to advance as rapidly as the technology, whether due to political uncertainty or inertia, and the inability to address concerns in a “regulatory void.” There is no overarching federal legal framework in place for cybersecurity issues, while a patchwork of laws addresses scattered aspects of this field. In fact, until the enactment of several cybersecurity-related bills in late 2014, which shuffled around administrative agencies and codified existing actions and initiatives, there had been no major federal cybersecurity legislation since

---

71. See Samuel D. Warren & Louis Brandeis, The Right to Privacy, 4 Harv. L. Rev. 193, 193 (1890) (“[N]ow the right to life has come to mean the right to enjoy life, – the right to be let alone . . . .”).

72. See Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 478 (1928) (Brandeis, J., dissenting) (“The protection guaranteed by the Amendments is much broader in scope. . . . They conferred, as against the Government, the right to be let alone – the most comprehensive of rights, and the right most valued by civilized men.”).


74. The four torts are (1) intrusion upon seclusion, (2) public disclosure of embarrassing private facts, (3) false light, and (4) appropriation of name or likeness. William L. Prosser, Privacy, 48 Calif. L. Rev. 383, 389 (1960).


78. Id at 1091, 1099.

79. See CTIA, supra note 66, at 4.

80. See id.

81. See Kessler, supra note 60 (“Part of why federal and state officials have struggled to define autonomous rules is that the issue cuts across traditional legal turf.”).

82. See FISCHER, supra note 64, at 2.

2002.\textsuperscript{84} Recent guidelines issued by the NHTSA in September 2016 say little about cybersecurity other than to encourage documentation of risks and developments and encouragement of industry sharing.\textsuperscript{85} In 2015, Senators Ed Markey and Richard Blumenthal introduced the Security and Privacy in Your Car Act (SPY Car Act) to address cybersecurity issues in driverless cars and to kickstart a rulemaking process at the Federal Trade Commission (FTC),\textsuperscript{86} but the bill languished in committee.\textsuperscript{87} In 2017, Representatives Joe Wilson and Ted Lieu introduced a more restrained Security and Privacy in Your Car Study Act (SPY Car Study Act),\textsuperscript{88} but its prospects of passage are similarly uncertain.

In the face of federal inaction and growing public concern, states have taken some leadership and made more efforts to address cybersecurity along with many other issues surrounding the integration of driverless cars into society.\textsuperscript{89} For example, many jurisdictions, such as California and the District of Columbia, have data security breach notification laws in place for other purposes that could be extended to driverless cars.\textsuperscript{90} Several states also have laws requiring businesses to have minimum data security standards to prevent


\textsuperscript{85} See NAT’L HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMIN., FEDERAL AUTOMATED VEHICLES POLICY 21 (2016).

\textsuperscript{86} Security and Privacy in Your Car Act of 2015 (SPY Car Act of 2015), S. 1806, 114th Cong. (2015); see also Thomas Fox-Brewster, SPY Car Act Hopes to Save American Cars from Digital Disaster, FORBES (July 21, 2015, 1:07 PM), http://www.forbes.com/sites/thomashbrewster/2015/07/21/senators-launch-spy-car-act/ [https://perma.cc/GL4B-952F]. Provisions of the bill include mandating that all motor vehicles comply with software system isolation and data security standards within two years of FTC- promulgated regulations, requiring that a “cyber dashboard” label detailing the car’s cybersecurity and privacy measures be affixed to each vehicle, and compelling disclosure of how data is collected and retained by the vehicle. S. 1806 §§ 2(a)(2), 3(a), 4(a).


\textsuperscript{88} Security and Privacy in Your Car Study Act of 2017 (SPY Car Study Act of 2017), H.R. 701, 115th Cong. (2017). In contrast with the previous bill, this bill merely requires the NHTSA to conduct a study with other government agencies and the private sector to develop and recommend cybersecurity standards. Compare id. with text accompanying supra note 86.

\textsuperscript{89} See Kessler, supra note 60; Maggie Clark, States Take the Wheel on Driverless Cars, USA TODAY (July 29, 2013, 1:47 PM EDT), http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2013/07/29/states-driverless-cars/2595613/ [https://perma.cc/X6DD-NCKK].

\textsuperscript{90} Security Breach Notification Laws, NAT’L CONF. ST. LEGISLATURES (Feb. 24, 2017), http://www.ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-information-technology/security-breach-notification-laws.aspx [https://perma.cc/T9K8-KUFE]; see, e.g., CAL. CTY. CODE § 1798.29(a) (West 2015) (mandating notification “following discovery or notification of the breach in the security of the data to any resident of California whose unencrypted personal information was, or is reasonably believed to have been, acquired by an unauthorized person.”), D.C. CODE § 28-3852(a) (2015) (affording similar protections for District of Columbia residents).
breaches in the first place.\textsuperscript{91} However, even these states have offered few or no regulations on cybersecurity issues specifically tailored to driverless cars.

Unlike the lack of cybersecurity laws, there are more privacy laws and protections at the federal and state level,\textsuperscript{92} especially those addressing more general issues such as digital and Internet privacy.\textsuperscript{93} These laws protect minors’ library records and online information from disclosure, and create standards for business privacy policies and Internet service providers (ISPs).\textsuperscript{94} Like cybersecurity, however, these laws have yet to be applied in the driverless car context. While there are some laws that address privacy concerns related to “traditional” driver-controlled cars,\textsuperscript{95} there are also a multitude of privacy concerns surrounding driverless cars where existing privacy laws may be inadequate for the task. There is also a need to adapt existing (and worthwhile) protections and laws such as the Driver’s Privacy Protection Act into the uncharted world of self-driving cars.\textsuperscript{96} These additional concerns include ensuring secure interaction with external networks, interactions with other vehicles, and proper storage of gathered information.\textsuperscript{97} Underlying these concerns are potential issues related to determining control of the information, protecting driver and passenger anonymity, and ensuring informed consent to gather information from passengers.\textsuperscript{98}

Privacy concerns can extend not only to what private parties can do with the information, but also to what governments can do to acquire it or analyze it.\textsuperscript{99} While such concerns have long existed—spanning the advent of

\textsuperscript{91} Corey M. Dennis, \textit{Data Security Laws & the Rising Cybersecurity Debate}, LEXOLOGY (Jan. 28, 2013), http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=cc5c9a56-7a60-46ab-9cf4-f36cada0c9a [https://perma.cc/KL6J-EL2B]; see, e.g., \textit{CAL. CIV. CODE} § 1798.81 (West 2015) (requiring businesses to “take all reasonable steps to dispose, or arrange for the disposal, of customer records within its custody or control containing personal information when the records are no longer to be retained by the business”).

\textsuperscript{92} \textit{See}, e.g., U.S. CONST. amend. IV; Electronic Communications Privacy Act, Pub. L. 99-508, 100 Stat. 1848 (1986).


\textsuperscript{94} \textit{See generally id.} (listing examples).

\textsuperscript{95} \textit{See}, e.g., Driver’s Privacy Protection Act of 1994, Pub. L. 103-322, Title XXX, 108 Stat. 2099 (forbidding the disclosure of driver license information by state DMVs without the consent of the license holder except under certain circumstances).

\textsuperscript{96} \textit{See} Glancy, supra note 63, at 1192; \textit{see also supra} text accompanying note 95.

\textsuperscript{97} Glancy, supra note 63, at 1179–80.

\textsuperscript{98} \textit{Id.} at 1191, 1195.

\textsuperscript{99} \textit{See} Kohler & Colbert-Taylor, supra note 57, at 120–32; \textit{see also generally} Glancy, supra note 63.
police detention,\textsuperscript{100} telephone wiretapping,\textsuperscript{101} and car searches\textsuperscript{102}—driverless cars have created new opportunities and avenues for law enforcement and other government agencies to engage in mass surveillance or, even more troubling, surreptitious and warrantless tracking.\textsuperscript{103} States have made tentative efforts to rein in such acts through new laws and regulations, but they have been few and far between.\textsuperscript{104} Some of these efforts have stalled or been stymied due to the driverless car companies themselves.\textsuperscript{105}

However, federal and state governments, along with interest groups, have begun to make initial steps to lay the groundwork for some regulation regarding privacy protections for driverless cars.\textsuperscript{106} In 2016, the Obama administration aimed to bolster these efforts by including $4 billion in funding for driverless car pilot programs in its fiscal 2017 budget presented to Congress.\textsuperscript{107} After soliciting comment from the public and private industry,\textsuperscript{108} the NHTSA also issued some guidelines on “automated cars” in September 2016.\textsuperscript{109}

\begin{footnotesize}

\textsuperscript{100} Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 38 (1968) (Douglas, J., dissenting) (quoting Henry v. United States, 361 U.S. 98, 100–02 (1959) (“This immunity of officers [to search without a warrant] cannot fairly be enlarged without jeopardizing the privacy or security of the citizen.”)).

\textsuperscript{101} Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 473 (1928) (Brandeis, J., dissenting) (“Subtler and more far-reaching means of invading privacy [such as telephone wiretapping] have become available to the government.”); see Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 353 (1967) (“The Government’s activities in electronically listening to and recording the petitioner’s words violated the privacy upon which he justifiably relied while using the telephone booth . . . .”).

\textsuperscript{102} United States v. Ross, 456 U.S. 798, 804 (1982) (“In every case [of a car search] a conflict is presented between the individual’s constitutionally protected interest in privacy and the public interest in effective law enforcement.”); United States v. Ortiz, 422 U.S. 891, 896 (1975) (“A search, even of an automobile, is a substantial invasion of privacy.”).

\textsuperscript{103} Glancy, supra note 63, at 1211–12.

\textsuperscript{104} See, e.g., S.B. 178, 2015-2016 Leg., 1st Sess. (Cal. 2015) (prohibiting law enforcement “from compelling the production of or access to electronic communication information or electronic device information . . . without a search warrant, wiretap order, order for electronic reader records, or subpoena issued pursuant under specified conditions, except for emergency situations . . . .”).

\textsuperscript{105} See, e.g., Koebler, supra note 19 (discussing Google’s lobbying to strip privacy protections from California’s driverless car legislation).


\textsuperscript{107} Id.

\textsuperscript{108} Caygle, supra note 21.

\textsuperscript{109} See generally NAT’L HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMIN., supra note 85. The NHTSA gave guidance on various issues surrounding autonomous vehicles with varying specificity. Compare id. at 19–20 (the privacy section with seven detailed aspects that manufactures “should ensure”) with supra discussion accompanying note 85 (sparse cybersecurity section).

\end{footnotesize}
D. Existing Cybersecurity and Privacy Laws Are Ill-Suited to Regulate Driverless Cars.

When there is a cybersecurity or privacy law on the books, it is often outdated and inadequate to shield consumers and systems from new risks.\(^{110}\) Faced with intractable legislative gridlock and the demands of modernity, some courts have broadened legal definitions in preexisting laws to afford some protection to new technologies in the absence of more relevant legislation. For example, courts have deemed cellphones to be “computers” in order to qualify them for the cybersecurity protections in the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA),\(^{111}\) which criminalizes the use of “computers” to commit acts such as hacking or defrauding resulting in damages exceeding $5000.\(^{112}\)

With the lack of federal laws covering cybersecurity generally, the FTC has resorted to using Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (“Section 5”) to assert its jurisdiction over some cybersecurity issues.\(^{113}\) Section 5 prohibits the use of “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.”\(^{114}\) According to the FTC and the courts, “unfair or deceptive acts or practices” can include failure to “maintain reasonable and appropriate data security” and/or loss of sensitive personal information as a result.\(^{115}\) The FTC often relies on the “deceptive” legal term to penalize data security transgressors upon finding that companies have misrepresented or violated their own privacy policies.\(^{116}\) To its credit, the FTC has made some efforts to examine cybersecurity issues related to connected cars,\(^{117}\) but has

---


111. See, e.g., United States v. Hill, 783 F.3d 842, 845 (11th Cir. 2015) (per curiam); United States v. Kramer, 631 F.3d 900, 902–03 (8th Cir. 2011).


115. FTC v. Wyndham Worldwide Corp., 799 F.3d 236, 236 (3rd Cir. 2015); see also Identity Theft: Recent Developments Involving the Security of Sensitive Consumer Information: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Banking, Hous., & Urban Affairs, 109th Cong. 14, 15 (2005) (statement of Deborah Platt Majoras, Chairman, Fed. Trade Comm’n) (“In addition to deception, the FTC Act prohibits unfair practices. Practices are unfair if they cause or are likely to cause consumers substantial injury that is neither reasonably avoidable by consumers nor offset by countervailing benefits to consumers or competition.”)

116. See HANOVER RESEARCH, supra note 113, at 14; see also Identity Theft, supra note 115, at 14 n.41 (listing examples of deceptive claim actions).

not initiated any enforcement actions related to connected, let alone driverless, vehicles.

In the absence of federal action to plug gaping loopholes in federal law, many states have used computer crime laws on their books to offer some cybersecurity protections. For example, California’s computer crime laws ban hacking on statutorily defined “computer networks,” replete with prescribed criminal sanctions. Michigan also has computer crime provisions criminalizing hacking to defraud or to “acquire, alter, damage, delete, or destroy property,” among other purposes. While California’s and Michigan’s definitions are sufficiently broad to encompass mobile devices within their reach, little or no commentary exists on whether a driverless car or its components qualify as “computers” under this statute.

As is the case with cybersecurity, privacy laws were enacted in a different era for a different world. For example, the Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986 (ECPA) prohibits any act or attempt to “intercept” or “disclose . . . any wire, oral, or electronic communication.” The ECPA expanded a preexisting narrow prohibition on certain wiretapping acts on telephone lines to include other modes of electronic communication, including email. However, this law does not apply to any data, such as geolocation; in fact, with the exception of the FTC’s nebulous standard of “unfair or deceptive acts or practices,” there are very few federal limitations on private sector use of personal data outside of statutory protections for children, credit reporting, and health information.


119. CAL. PENAL CODE §§ 502(b)(2), (c), (d) (West 2015) (“‘Computer network’ means any system that provides communications between one or more computer systems and input/output devices, including, but not limited to, display terminals, remote systems, mobile devices, and printers connected by telecommunication facilities.”).


121. See Patrick E. Corbett, Cyberharassment, Sexting and Other High-Tech Offenses Involving Michigan Residents—Are We Victims or Criminals?, 88 U. DETROIT MERCY L. REV. 237, 250 (2010) (citing MICH. COMP. LAWS § 752.792(3) (2000)) (“Michigan’s computer crime laws appear to include broad enough definitions so that a cell phone would be considered a ‘computer’ for purposes of the law.”). California’s law includes “mobile devices” in its definition of “computer networks.”); CAL. PENAL CODE § 502(b)(2).

122. 18 U.S.C. § 2511(1)(a), (c) (2012).


The Fourth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution has served as an important linchpin for privacy protections restraining the government. For example, the 2014 Supreme Court case of *Riley v. California* required law enforcement to obtain a warrant to search the information on a cellphone of someone who has been arrested.\(^{125}\) In 2015, the Supreme Court struck down a municipal ordinance mandating that hotels open their registries for warrantless law enforcement inspection as an unconstitutional search,\(^{126}\) a potential legal harbinger for any potential requirement to permit government searches in large databases such as those drawn on by mobile devices or driverless cars. However, like statutes, much of this case law restricts warrantless government collection of cell phone data during or after an arrest, rather than private or government collection under different circumstances, leaving those concerned about data collection in other technologies (such as driverless cars) in a legal gray area.\(^{127}\)

States have attempted to plug some of the legal holes in federal privacy protection legislation.\(^{128}\) The most comprehensive effort came from California in 2015, when the state passed its own Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA).\(^{129}\) California’s ECPA, which went into effect in 2016, requires law enforcement agencies to obtain a warrant in order to search for a device’s location data, content, metadata, and search history.\(^{130}\) This applies to information held by either the device’s owner or by service providers.\(^{131}\) Some states, such as Minnesota, require warrants only for location data,\(^{132}\) while other states have few or no protections at all.\(^{133}\) However, there are currently multistate efforts to pass privacy protection laws,\(^{134}\) but whether they are broad enough to encompass driverless cars remains to be seen.

---

127. *Riley*, 134 S. Ct. at 2489 n.1 (2014) (“[T]hese cases do not implicate the question whether the collection or inspection of aggregated digital information amounts to a search under other circumstances.”).
128. Some states, such as California, have the right to privacy ingrained in their constitutions. See, e.g., CAL. CONST. art. I, § 1 (“All people are by nature free and independent and have inalienable rights. Among these are... pursuing and obtaining... privacy.”).
131. CAL. PENAL CODE § 1546.1.
132. MINN. STAT. § 626A.28 subd. 3(d) (2015).
GRABBING THE WHEEL EARLY

III. A NEW COHERENT REGULATORY REGIME IS NEEDED TO GUIDE AND FOSTER THE DRIVERLESS CAR REVOLUTION.

Today’s patchwork of state-based regulation, combined with the inadequacy of existing federal laws, has fueled calls for new regulations and regulatory structures. The rapid rate of technological advancement for driverless cars, combined with increasing globalization, is rendering this approach untenable. Instead, the federal government should take charge and institute a comprehensive nationwide regulatory framework for driverless cars to follow.

A. Given the Interstate Nature of Driverless Cars and Communications, Cybersecurity, and Privacy Pertaining to These Vehicles, Foundational Regulation Should Take Place at the Federal Level.

Highway safety and wireless communications represent two contexts in which a federalized regulatory approach has been pursued over a state-dominant status quo. The concerns regarding safety requirements for driverless vehicles, and the privacy and security of transmitted data between vehicles and between a vehicle and some other infrastructure, are all attendant aspects of these key channels of interstate commerce. As forms of interstate commerce, both highway safety and wireless communications fall under the purview of the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution, making them subject to federal regulation.

Both human-driven vehicles and driverless cars are already regulated at the federal level. Motor vehicle safety in general is regulated by the NHTSA pursuant to the National Traffic and Motor Safety Act of 1966. Wire and radio communication is regulated by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) pursuant to the Communications Act of 1934.

As previously discussed, privacy and cybersecurity have become growing concerns for, and increasingly the province of, the FTC. The FCC has

136. Cf. 49 U.S.C. § 30101 (2012) (stating that the purpose of Chapter 301 of Title 49 of the United States Code is “to prescribe motor vehicle safety standards for motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment in interstate commerce”); 47 U.S.C. § 151 (2012) (stating that the creation of the Federal Communications Commission is “[f]or the purpose of regulating interstate and foreign commerce in communication by . . . radio so as to make available, so far as possible, to all the people of the United States . . .”).
137. See U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 3.
recently directed its attention toward cybersecurity and privacy issues, especially those involving telecommunications networks and the Internet.\textsuperscript{141} Other federal agencies have also played a hand in regulation. For example, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has promulgated certain cybersecurity standards, and the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) office in the U.S. Department of Transportation has researched privacy protections for connected cars.\textsuperscript{142}

Practical concerns also tip the scales toward preferring federal regulation of driverless cars over state regulation. The most important reason counseling against a state-based framework is the risk of inconsistency among state and local regulatory regimes, a concern echoed by the NHTSA.\textsuperscript{143} An oddball patchwork of state and local regulations would result in confusion, inefficiency, and stifled innovation.\textsuperscript{144} Overarching federal regulation facilitates a commonly understood vocabulary and a uniform regulatory model for driverless car companies and innovators to follow,\textsuperscript{145} and, if done right, can foster sustained growth and development.

Leaving driverless car regulation solely to the states also magnifies the harmful impact posed by state regulators’ lack of technical expertise, which can lead to uncertainty and hindered innovation due to ineffective legal guidance.\textsuperscript{146} This problem is accentuated if poorly conceived laws are enacted in states where the driverless car industry is seeing the most growth. For example, when California proposed regulations requiring self-driving cars to have a human occupant behind a wheel (effectively banning driverless cars), what seemed to be a safety regulation measure on the surface sparked a panic in the driverless car world, given the concentration of companies in that state and its precedent-setting potential.\textsuperscript{147} The draft regulations would essentially

\textsuperscript{141} See generally Protecting the Privacy of Customers of Broadband and Other Telecommunications Services, Report and Order, 31 FCC Rcd 13911, para. 2 (2016).


\textsuperscript{144} See, e.g., Alex DuFour, Voice over Internet Protocol: Ending Uncertainty and Promoting Innovation through a Regulatory Framework, 13 Commlaw Conspectus 471, 487 (2005) (describing the former state-based regulatory regime of voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) services as increasing uncertainty and compliance costs while decreasing innovation).

\textsuperscript{145} Putre, supra note 135. But see id. (“Sam Abuelsamid, an auto industry analyst forNavigant, said that overarching regulation for autonomous vehicles is ‘premature’ and what the government needs now is to develop ‘some minimum performance standards for these systems that can be tested.’”).

\textsuperscript{146} See Masunaga, supra note 61 (“Jean Shiomoto, director of the California DMV, . . . said . . . that the agency does not have the ‘expertise on staff’ and has relied on NHTSA for guidance and expertise in autonomous vehicle research.”).

\textsuperscript{147} Compare Conor Dougherty, California D.M.V. Stops Short of Fully Embracing Driverless Cars, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 16, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/17/technology/california-dmv-stops-short-of-fully-
ban testing of any driverless vehicle that is “smarter” than currently existing prototypes. Such concerns counsel that federal regulators assume control, perhaps even going so far as to preempt state regulation under the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution.

The new federal regulatory regime envisioned by this Note should therefore harness the strengths of disparate federal agencies rather than reinvent the proverbial wheel by creating a new agency or forcing an existing agency to leave its comfort zone. A dedicated consortium of government agencies should be created, either through executive order or congressional action, to facilitate the sharing of up-to-date industry information between different entities and to coordinate the crafting of targeted driverless car regulations. At a minimum, this consortium should include the NHTSA, the FTC, the FCC, NIST, and ITS, while other agencies and departments could join the group as circumstances and demands for expertise warrant.

Different agencies should take primary jurisdiction over different aspects of driverless car technologies, with fellow consortium members available to offer additional support. In line with its current jurisdiction over motor vehicle safety, the NHTSA would have responsibility over the hardware aspects of driverless cars and vehicle-specific technologies such as vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications. The FCC would have responsibility over spectrum usage, including consumer protection regulations impacting wireless V2V communications. The FTC could exert jurisdiction over most cybersecurity and data privacy areas, along with enforcement of other consumer protection measures in areas that may not be under FCC jurisdiction, such as onboard software and apps. Meanwhile,

148. Davies, supra note 61.
149. Dorothy Glancy, Autonomous and Automated and Connected Cars – Oh My! First Generation Autonomous Cars in the Legal Ecosystem, 16 MINN. J.L. SCI. & TECH. 619, 655 (2015) (“Under the Supremacy Clause . . . , such federal autonomous vehicle legislation could preempt varied state laws. . . . If a diversity of state laws regulating autonomous vehicles in different ways appears to stifle the development of autonomous cars, such national law might come under consideration.”).
152. See Pyle, supra note 39 (“The FCC regulates wireless communication standards used by autonomous vehicles.”).
NIST and ITS could continue their work, cooperating with private industry and consumer groups to formulate robust standards for driverless cars.\textsuperscript{154}

That a collection of federal agencies would have a hand in regulating driverless cars does not detract from the effectiveness of regulating this industry, nor is this sort of concurrent jurisdiction unheard of. Certain aspects of driverless cars necessarily call for the jurisdiction or expertise of various agencies. For example, NHTSA and the FCC oversee driver-controlled connected vehicles, such as those equipped with GM’s OnStar service.\textsuperscript{155} While the NHTSA handles many of the vehicle safety implications, the FCC has jurisdictional control over the use of OnStar, most notably when the system transitioned from an analog to digital network in 2008.\textsuperscript{156} Another instance of concurrent jurisdiction occurred between the NHTSA and the FTC during GM’s ignition switch scandal in 2014.\textsuperscript{157} While the NHTSA had responsibility for evaluating the safety of the ignition switch itself, the FTC ultimately probed the company’s selling of “certified” used cars with the faulty equipment.\textsuperscript{158} The FCC and the FTC have begun to cooperate and share responsibility over areas such as consumer protection, and even signed a memorandum of understanding cementing this relationship in 2015.\textsuperscript{159} The two agencies have also engaged in enforcement actions in overlapping jurisdictional areas (but not regarding vehicles), such as when both agencies fined Verizon and Sprint for “mobile cramming,” the billing of customers for unauthorized subscriptions and services.\textsuperscript{160}

Given these and other past examples of overlapping and/or shared responsibility among multiple federal agencies, it is possible for these agencies to successfully work together in a coherent federal regulatory framework for driverless cars. As noted before, the NHTSA has already taken the lead on establishing guidelines for the burgeoning driverless car industry.\textsuperscript{161} The NHTSA has also kept the door open for other agencies to join

\begin{footnotes}
\item[154] See generally FAGNANT & KOCKELMAN, supra note 142.
\item[156] Id.
\item[158] See Burden, supra note 157; Vlasic & Ruiz, supra note 157.
\item[159] FCC-FTC Consumer Protection Memorandum of Understanding, FCC (Nov. 16, 2015), https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-336405A1.pdf [https://perma.cc/9KNQ-C2RZ]. The MOU allows both agencies to exercise oversight over common carriers such as broadband providers and to engage in joint enforcement actions against violators of consumer protection regulations involving common carrier services. Wool, supra note 153.
\item[161] Caygle, supra note 21.
\end{footnotes}
the conversation and develop a workable policy.\textsuperscript{162} Indeed, it is optimal to allow each of these agencies to share their expertise rather than confining all jurisdiction and responsibility within a single agency.

Detractors may argue that this system of shared responsibility can lead to duplicative action, inefficiency, or shirking by government agencies.\textsuperscript{163} However, as stated above, these agencies already have overlapping jurisdiction over traditional human-controlled vehicles. While federal agency overlap in driverless car regulation may lead to some inevitable inefficiency compared to a single agency with overall control, such a coordinated system is far more efficient than having fifty different state jurisdictions potentially enact over fifty different regulatory regimes with little coordination.

\textbf{B. Within a Federal Framework, States Should Be Allowed to Experiment with Some Regulation, and Private Industry Should Be Allowed to Engage in Some Self-Regulation.}

Despite the appeal of a uniform law across the country, it is important to remember that driverless cars will be driving on state-paved roads, governed by state-based traffic laws, and subject to state-level consumer protection statutes. As time-tested laboratories of democracy and policy development, states are already leading the way in allowing and regulating driverless cars on their roads.\textsuperscript{164} Even as a federal regulatory regime takes shape in the coming months and years, states should be able to exercise some power to enact innovative legislation in areas such as licensing and conditions of operation, consistent with their traditional powers and duties.\textsuperscript{165}

However, state regulation should be limited, and most aspects of driverless car regulation should ideally be deferred to a federal framework.\textsuperscript{166}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{162} \textsc{Natl Highway Traffic Safety Admin.}, “DOT/NHTSA Policy Statement Concerning Automated Vehicles”: 2016 Update to “Preliminary Statement of Policy Concerning Automated Vehicles” (2016), http://www.nhtsa.gov/staticfiles/rulemaking/pdf/Autonomous-Vehicles-Policy-Update-2016.pdf [https://perma.cc/AG84-J9KD] (“DOT/NHTSA will continue to work . . . with other governmental entities . . . to help ensure that this testing takes place in a way that protects safety on today’s roads while increasing safety for tomorrow.”).
\item \textsuperscript{163} See U.S. Gov’t Accountability Off., GAO-16-375SP, 2016 Annual Report: Additional Opportunities to Reduce Fragmentation, Overlap, and Duplication and Achieve Other Financial Benefits 9 (2016) (noting overlapping agency jurisdiction in financial market regulation, resulting in “regulatory processes [being] sometimes inefficient, regulators oversee[ing] similar types of institutions inconsistently, and consumers [being] afforded different levels of protection”); see also Jacob E. Gerson, Overlapping and Underlapping Jurisdiction in Administrative Law, 2006 Sup. Ct. Rev. 201, 214 (“Overlapping jurisdiction also creates a risk of shirking by both agencies when Congress observes only outcomes and not effort.”).
\item \textsuperscript{164} See Clark, supra note 89; see also Autonomous | Self-Driving Vehicles Legislation, supra note 36.
\item \textsuperscript{166} See id. (“NHTSA has considerable concerns however about detailed state regulation on safety of self-driving vehicles . . . .”).
\end{itemize}
As stated before, wayward or ill-considered rules by states crafted by poorly equipped lawmakers and regulators can chill progress in the entire industry. A well-functioning federal regulatory framework should create a fundamental baseline that binds the entire country, but allows states to tack on laws in areas within their traditional control, such as emissions.

On other issues, the private sector, rather than federal or state regulators, should take charge.\textsuperscript{167} This is not new; automakers have already joined together and established the Information Sharing and Analysis Center to craft cybersecurity best practices.\textsuperscript{168} These developments should be encouraged. As driverless cars rapidly evolve technologically, the snail-like pace of lawmaking and politics makes it impractical for regulators and lawmakers to keep up with the cutting edge of development. For example, with V2V communications, which implicate cybersecurity concerns,\textsuperscript{169} there should be room for the private sector to sort out a wide variety of technological and logistical kinks and arrive at industry-wide standards, rather than having them mandated from above. Since the industry usually has more expertise than federal or state regulators,\textsuperscript{170} a robust and flexible regulatory regime should allow informed and cooperative creation of widely-adopted industry standards, which in turn permit further innovation. This self-regulation can, and should, be done in collaboration with governmental agencies such as NIST and ITS, among others.

IV. NEW CYBERSECURITY AND PRIVACY REGULATIONS ARE NECESSARY TO PROTECT CONSUMERS AND PROMOTE FUTURE GROWTH.

Creating a federal regulatory consortium is only a start. Given the patchwork of federal cybersecurity and privacy laws in existence, robust regulations created by the proposed federal driverless car consortium will pave the best way forward in overcoming these collective action problems and growing this nascent technology industry.

\textsuperscript{167} Cf. Pyle, supra note 39 ("[T]he United States auto industry has made a concerted effort to self-regulate.").


\textsuperscript{169} Interfering with V2V communications can not only cause more collisions, but also capture crucial location data for surveillance or other purposes. See Todd B. Benioff, Automakers Should Not Be Held Strictly Liable for V2V Hacks, LAW360 (Oct. 29, 2014, 6:04 PM EDT), http://www.law360.com/articles/591695/automakers-should-not-be-held-strictly-liable-for-v2v-hacks [https://perma.cc/3FXJ-UE4U]; see also Jake Williams, NHTSA Begins to Explore Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communications, FEDSCOOP (Aug. 20, 2014, 11:42 AM), http://fedscoop.com/nhtsa-begins-explore-vehicle-vehicle-communications/ [https://perma.cc/RP95-XHYZ].

A. Cybersecurity Concerns Regarding Driverless Cars Should Be Addressed Through Regulatory Action.

Determining the cybersecurity risks of autonomous cars is difficult, and applicable cybersecurity laws “are among the most elusive of the many unknowns” when it comes to driverless car regulation. Given the novelty of driverless vehicle technology, it is extremely hard to predict the exact threats that these cars will face. Analogizing threats to ordinary computers to those faced by connected and driverless cars is also problematic because a car’s onboard computers require higher physical endurance thresholds with fewer opportunities for physical upgrades or software updates.

Despite these difficulties, there are still ways to craft robust cybersecurity regulations that strike the balance between encouraging innovation and protecting consumers. Such regulations should aim for a “preventative medicine” approach by having manufacturers proactively protect a vehicle’s onboard systems and create mechanisms for systems to self-diagnose potential problems. For example, a regulation could require that systems critical to the safety and functions of a driverless car, such as brakes, run separately from entertainment or informational systems, such as navigation. Such a “partition” can limit the reach of malware and other threats that enter a car’s systems.

The proposed NHTSA model offers a useful guide for determining what cybersecurity regulations are important and how to best craft them. For example, a driverless car has multiple entry points into its systems, such as Bluetooth, charging ports, GSM wireless signals, and many more. There are also several ways in which a hacker can damage systems, such as tampering with data or denying service. Understanding these variables may lead to regulations such as the separation of core systems, as explained in the context of “preventative medicine.” Another example of potential regulation is self-diagnosis, whereby an onboard system periodically monitors its status and warns drivers of any potential issues. Given the vast number of entry points into a driverless car’s systems, some basic capacity of a system to fix itself, or even to notify users to fix it, is necessary for reliable operation. Also, if all else fails, driverless cars should have some means of
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173. See id. at 389.
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177. Id. at 11 tbl.5.
178. See discussion supra Section IV.A.
179. See Onishi, supra note 172, at 389.
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mechanical override to ensure passenger safety, such as braking and unlocking doors. Such measures may alleviate consumer fears regarding a complete loss of control of potentially deadly machines.

Cybersecurity regulations issued by different government entities should nonetheless be coordinated through the proposed interagency consortium. For example, rules impacting V2V communications should be under the purview of the NHTSA, which has already taken steps toward regulating such technology in collaboration with private industry. On the other hand, cybersecurity regulations surrounding apps in a car should be under the purview of the FTC, while the FCC and NIST can have some supporting roles to both the NHTSA and the FTC.

Existing federal laws can also offer limited help in alleviating this data security conundrum. The CFAA is the most prominent example. Many cars today already have onboard computers to control their engines, transmission, brakes, and steering. The integration of new technologies into driverless cars means even more computer modules, computer systems, and data storage units. While there is no case law directly relating to unauthorized access to a car’s electronic control unit (ECU), cellphones have been classified by some courts as “computers.” This expansion of the definition of “computer” serves as a good indication that the ECU can also qualify as a “computer.” Just as unauthorized access or use of cellphones leads one to a CFAA violation, unauthorized access or use of a vehicle’s ECU could lead to a violation of the CFAA. However, this law has been criticized as outdated and vague, and its potential application to driverless cars may present a double-edged sword. Detractors charge that it may unintentionally stifle needed innovation if someone tinkers with a car’s unit, even in furtherance of well-intentioned academic research. At best, the CFAA serves as an inadequate patch until new driverless car-specific regulations are advanced.
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B. New Privacy Laws, Regulations, and Guidance Are Also Needed to Address Concerns Specific to Driverless Cars.

Like cybersecurity, yesterday’s privacy laws are also woefully inadequate for the task of protecting today’s consumers, let alone tomorrow’s driverless cars. These laws handle technology such as answering machines instead of smartphones, and intranet mail instead of apps. Consumer protections take the hit as more people transition to newer technologies without appropriate safeguards against surveillance or government disclosure requests.

However, it is also important to acknowledge and understand some countervailing interests. Companies have an interest to sell to potential customers, and they want detailed user information in order to target them with individualized advertising, similar to that encountered on the Internet and on social media. Law enforcement has public safety in mind, along with national security at the federal level. Governments have continually expressed interest in source-identifiable information to discover and stop threats to the public. However, as the documents disclosed by former National Security Agency (NSA) contractor Edward Snowden have shown, there is immense public interest and desire in keeping collected metadata private from both government and business. These concerns apply to driverless cars in much the same way that they do to personal data from cellphones, Internet use, and other forms of modern technology, suggesting that vehicular data may therefore be treated under similar legal principles.

To balance these interests, this Note urges the adoption of privacy regulations by the proposed consortium based on the findings of the U.S. Government Accountability Office’s (GAO) 2014 In-Car Location-Based Services report. The report details ten connected car companies’ commitments to privacy practices in disclosures, consent and controls, safeguards and retention, and accountability. Respecting these commitments as industry-adopted best practices, the proposed consortium
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should enact regulations and further guidance to detail, cement, and build on these baselines and encourage industry compliance therewith. Such regulations should include: (1) requiring companies to disclose information regarding data collection, use, disclosure, and destruction; (2) requiring companies to gain consumer consent to use data; (3) laying out baseline metrics for storing data; and (4) crafting enforcement mechanisms for companies that breach these obligations. Formalizing these protections will help improve consumer perceptions and confidence regarding connected and driverless car technology.\textsuperscript{202}

Statutory and regulatory restraints are also required in order protect consumer privacy and to hinder government agencies, such as the NSA and law enforcement, from overzealous collection of identifiable data. Legislation such as the Geolocational Privacy and Surveillance Act (GPS Act) have been proposed to curtail the government’s collection of locational data from both cellphones and other sources, potentially including driverless cars.\textsuperscript{203} Such efforts should continue in order to garner and cement consumer trust in emerging technologies such as driverless cars.

\textbf{V. CONCLUSION}

The world of driverless cars is still new, and many aspects of cybersecurity and privacy remain to be explored. Even today, decision makers in both government and private industry are grappling with how an impending brave new world should be regulated. To balance the competing needs of full-throated innovation and gradual integration with our lives, a robust federal regulatory framework with some state and industry participation will yield the flexibility and predictability that government, industry, and society need to help this this exciting new technology thrive.

\footnotesize{(2012)) ("Mobile industry associations and privacy advocacy organizations have recommended practices that companies can take to better protect consumers’ privacy; we determined that these recommended practices can be applied to the companies discussed in this report.").

202. See GAO-12-903, supra note 201, at 37 ("Without clearer expectations for how industry should address location privacy, consumers lack assurance that the aforementioned privacy risks will be sufficiently mitigated.").